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Dahle Introduces Enhanced Department Shredder Line:
Model 40614 Offers High Volume at a Low Price

Peterborough, NH, December 22, 2011 –
Dahle enhances its shredder line with the introduction of the 40614
Department Shredder. This German made shredder will appeal to
budget-minded offices looking for a heavy-duty shredder at an affordable price. The 40614 is a cross-cut model which provides greater security by shredding confidential documents in two directions instead
of one. This machine will hold up to 45 gallons of shredded material.
Its attractive design and high shred volume make it a nice addition to
any large office, copy room or communications center.
“The Dahle 40614 is a very versatile machine.” said Scott Prokop,
VP, Dahle North America, Inc. “Its power and storage capacity allow
the shredder to be centrally located and accommodate the shredding
needs of the entire department.”
Energy conservation continues to be a top priority at Dahle. Dahle
professional shredders are no exception. The World’s only line of shredders with built-in SmartPower Energy Management System, Dahle
Professional shredders operate using the intuitive SmartPower Energy Management System. This multi-stage
system integrates “green technology” by reduces power consumption after ten minutes of sitting idle (sleep
mode), and powers down to a 0% energy draw after an additional 20 minutes of inactivity. The SmartPower
System will appeal to those interested in conserving energy as well as reducing electrical costs.
In order to provide slip free power to the cutting cylinders, a steel chain and gears connect the two components and provide maximum shredding capacity. Removing staples and paper clips are a thing of the past.
This machine is also equipped with a built-in CD/DVD destruction opening. The Dahle 40614 can easily
accommodate these items without harming the machine and saving time in the process.
The easy-to-use command dial controls all of the machine’s functions and notifies the user when to change
the shred bag and if the door is ajar. This shredder offers fully electronic capabilities including such safety
features as Automatic Shutoff when the cabinet door is open, and Auto Reverse to prevent an overfeed. It’s
these state-of-the-art features that save energy, time and provide a worry free environment.
Dahle North America, Inc. is a fully integrated manufacturer of innovative office products and equipment
with a brand name recognized for quality and precision. Dahle markets more than 300 products, including
paper shredders, paper cutters and trimmers, scissors, pencil sharpeners, and Novus staplers.
For more information on Dahle products please call (800) 995-1379 or visit www.dahle.com.
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